founded in 1901, market leader in the production and distribution
of lifesaving equipment, has developed a worldwide network of reliable distributors. The company is in the maker’s lists of the main
international Shipyards, Cruising and Cargo Companies, Military Navy, Oil and Gas Companies, being one of the main
players in the market for foam and inflatable lifejackets, immersion suits, lights and other safety items supplies.

CANEPA & CAMPI

INFLATABLE
LIFEJACKET

The particular design thanks to the smallest dimensions and the great dressability is the
ideal in order to work in emergency Size: adult kg. 43 or more and height cm. 155 or more.
Cover in Cordura. Buoyancy through a chamber in Polyamide Fabric TPU-coated welded.
Double compartment splitted by a PU membrane. Twin chamber. Spray Hood including.

ORIONE POUCH 150 N

Cod. L0160R04P-M

Inflatable Lifejacket (semi-automatic type)
Manual, oral and semi-automatic activation.
Colour: pouch navy blue, chamber orange, spray hood orange
Adults size with weight equal to or more than 43 kg., height equal or more 155
cm., chest girth up to 175 cm.
Dimensions: weist worm 22x16x8 cm (approx), neck worm 55x30 cm (approx)
Weight Kg. 1,250 (approx)
Buoyancy chamber: TPU coated nylon welded
Buoyancy 18 kg (approx)
Cover: navy blue, corduroy 280 g/m2
Chamber: two orange colour, polyamide fabric TPU coated
Inflation: primary compartment can be manually or orally inflated; secondary
compartment only orally inflated
Gas charge: cylinder, 30/33 grams CO2
Retro riflective trim: 2 pcs. 100x50 mm retro reflective trim applied on spray
hood, 4 pcs. 100x50 retro reflective trim applied on buoyancy chamber
Miscellaneous:
- SOLAS approved water activated light.		
- Whistle
- Buddy line 1200 mm (approx)			
- Packed in a pouch
- Tensile strength of waist belt 200-300 kg
- Spray hood
- Lenght of waist belt approx. 140 cm

LIFEJACKET LIGHT
C&C LIGHT 01 automatic

IMPA CODE N. 330143

It is automatically activated when it is dropped in the water and the sensors on batteries body
come in contact with water. Once activated, it works with the operating sequence “FLASHING-STEADY-SOS-OFF” by the manual switch. Because of its multifunction, it can be used
not only as indicating-position light for various lifejackets, but also as an emergency signal for
different outdoor sports. The light can be seen clearly from at least 1.5 km in 360° directions so
that it can increase the success of rescue operations. This lifejacket light is anti-UV and corrosion
resistant. The clip makes installation easy and firm. Activation: water activation automatically on
/ manual off manual on / manually change function. Performance: fire-resistant, oil-resistant,
mould-proof, corrosion-proof, water-proof. Environment Performance: meet RoHS and asbestos free requirements. 2 AAA alkaline batteries. SMT White LED light. Function: flashing – steady – SOS – OFF. Flash frequency 50~70 times/min. Luminous intensity >0.75 cd. Operation life
approx. 8 h over 0,75 cd. Storing temperature - 1° C ~ + 30° C. Expiry Date 5 years. Weight 38g
(including clip). Dimensions mm. 62,5 x 25,4 x 23,5. Weight gr. 38
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Cod. L0170M01

founded in 1901, market leader in the production and distribution
of lifesaving equipment, has developed a worldwide network of reliable distributors. The company is in the maker’s lists of the main
international Shipyards, Cruising and Cargo Companies, Military Navy, Oil and Gas Companies, being one of the main
players in the market for foam and inflatable lifejackets, immersion suits, lights and other safety items supplies.

CANEPA & CAMPI

INFLATABLE
LIFEJACKET

The particular design thanks to the smallest dimensions and the great dressability is the
ideal in order to work in emergency. Size: adult kg. 43 or more and height cm. 155 or more.
Cover in Cordura. Buoyancy through a chamber in Polyamide Fabric TPU-coated welded.
Double compartment splitted by a PU membrane. Twin chamber. Spray Hood including.

ORIONE HDLP 275 N

Cod. L0160R24-HDLP

Hazardous Duty Lifejacket Preserver (automatic type)
Triple activation system
Manual, oral and automatic activation.
Colour: velise navy blue, stole yellow
Adults size with weight equal to or more than 43 kg., height equal or
more 155 cm., chest girth up to 175 cm.
Weight Kg. 1,5 (approx)
Buoyancy chamber: TPU coated nylon welded
Buoyancy 18 kg (approx)
Chamber: twin chamber, polyamide fabric TPU coated
Inflation: primary compartment can be automatic/manually/orally inflated; secondary compartment can be orally inflated only
Gas charge: 60 grams CO2
Retro riflective trim: 250 cm2 retro reflective applied on spray hood,
400 cm2 retro reflective applied on buoyancy chamber
Miscellaneous:
- SOLAS approved water activated light.		
- Whistle		
- Buddy line with toggle				
- Rescue stop
- Spray hood with transparent visor		
- Steel buckle
- Tensile strength of waist belt 200-300 kg
- User’s guide/instruction			

LIFEJACKET LIGHT
C&C LIGHT 01 automatic

IMPA CODE N. 330143

It is automatically activated when it is dropped in the water and the sensors on batteries body
come in contact with water. Once activated, it works with the operating sequence “FLASHING-STEADY-SOS-OFF” by the manual switch. Because of its multifunction, it can be used
not only as indicating-position light for various lifejackets, but also as an emergency signal for
different outdoor sports. The light can be seen clearly from at least 1.5 km in 360° directions so
that it can increase the success of rescue operations. This lifejacket light is anti-UV and corrosion
resistant. The clip makes installation easy and firm. Activation: water activation automatically on
/ manual off manual on / manually change function. Performance: fire-resistant, oil-resistant,
mould-proof, corrosion-proof, water-proof. Environment Performance: meet RoHS and asbestos free requirements. 2 AAA alkaline batteries. SMT White LED light. Function: flashing – steady – SOS – OFF. Flash frequency 50~70 times/min. Luminous intensity >0.75 cd. Operation life
approx. 8 h over 0,75 cd. Storing temperature - 1° C ~ + 30° C. Expiry Date 5 years. Weight 38g
(including clip). Dimensions mm. 62,5 x 25,4 x 23,5. Weight gr. 38
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